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Proper collections care, planning, and conservation is an essential responsibility for a museum
of any size, but funding for these obligations often falls to the bottom of funding priorities
because its constituencies are the quietest. Small museums need affordable ways to provide
basic care for their collections and the tools to lobby for additional funds for the long-term
health of collections. Small museums often do not have staff expertise on the maintenance and
preservation of these large and expensive pieces of history. This book offers practical tips for
collections care, including preservation strategies for historic properties and a primer on
managing potential harms to your artifacts.
Public History: A Textbook of Practice is a guide to the many challenges historians face while
teaching, learning, and practicing public history. Historians can play a dynamic and essential
role in contributing to public understanding of the past, and those who work in historic
preservation, in museums and archives, in government agencies, as consultants, as oral
historians, or who manage crowdsourcing projects need very specific skills. This book links
theory and practice and provides students and practitioners with the tools to do public history in
a wide range of settings. The text engages throughout with key issues such as public
participation, digital tools and media, and the internationalization of public history. Part One
focuses on public history sources, and offers an overview of the creation, collection,
management, and preservation of public history materials (archives, material culture, oral
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materials, or digital sources). Chapters cover sites and institutions such as archival repositories
and museums, historic buildings and structures, and different practices such as collection
management, preservation (archives, objects, sounds, moving images, buildings, sites, and
landscape), oral history, and genealogy. Part Two deals with the different ways in which public
historians can produce historical narratives through different media (including exhibitions, film,
writing, and digital tools). The last part explores the challenges and ethical issues that public
historians will encounter when working with different communities and institutions. Either in
public history methods courses or as a resource for practicing public historians, this book lays
the groundwork for making meaningful connections between historical sources and popular
audiences.
This book provides the resources that allow its readers to have a meaningful and thoughtful
voice in discussions about deaccessioning and assist museum professionals in approaching
the reevaluation, reconfiguration and revitalization of collections in order to bring institutions
into the 21st century and stabilize secure their financial future.
This carefully crafted ebook: “Complete Short Stories of Rudyard Kipling: 25 Illustrated
Collections” is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents.
Short Story Collections: The City of Dreadful Night Plain Tales from the Hills The Story of the
Gadsbys Soldier's Three The Phantom 'Rickshaw and Other Ghost Stories Under the Deodars
Wee Willie Winkie Life's Handicap Many Inventions The Jungle Book The Second Jungle Book
The Day's Work Stalky and Co. Just So Stories Traffics and Discoveries Puck of Pook's Hill
Actions and Reactions Abaft the Funnel Rewards and Fairies The Eyes of Asia A Diversity of
Creatures Land and Sea Tales Debits and Credits Thy Servant a Dog Limits and Renewals
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Joseph Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) was an English short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He
wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in India and stories for children. He is regarded as a
major innovator in the art of the short story; his children's books are classics of children's
literature; and one critic described his work as exhibiting "a versatile and luminous narrative
gift".
This carefully crafted ebook: "H. G. WELLS Ultimate Collection: 120+ Science Fiction Classics,
Novels & Stories; Including Scientific, Political and Historical Works” is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. H. G. Wells (1866-1946) was a prolific
English writer of fiction works, history and politics. Wells is called a father of science fiction.
Table of Contents: A Modern Utopia Ann Veronica Bealby In the Days of the Comet The
Chronic Argonauts The First Men in the Moon The Invisible Man The Island of Dr Moreau The
New Machiavelli The Passionate Friends The Prophetic Trilogy The Research Magnificent The
Sea Lady The Secret Places of the Heart The Soul of a Bishop The Time Machine The
Undying Fire The War in the Air The War of the Worlds The World Set Free Tono-bungay
When the Sleeper Wakes Collections of Short Stories Short Stories: A Catastrophe A Deal in
Ostriches A Dream of Armageddon A Slip Under the Microscope A Story of the Days to Come
A Story of the Stone Age A Tale of the Twentieth Century A Talk with Gryllotalpa How Gabriel
Became Thompson How Pingwill Was Routed In the Abyss Le Mari Terrible Miss Winchelsea's
Heart Mr. Brisher's Treasure Mr. Ledbetter's Vacation Mr. Marshall's Doppelganger Mr.
Skelmersdale in Fairyland My First Aeroplane Our Little Neighbour Perfect Gentleman on
Wheels Pollock and the Porroh Man The Empire of the Ants The Flying Man The Grisly Folk
The Inexperienced Ghost The Land Ironclads The Lord of the Dynamos The Loyalty of Esau
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Common The Magic Shop The Man Who Could Work Miracles The Man with a Nose The Moth
The New Accelerator The New Faust The Obliterated Man The Pearl of Love The Presence by
the Fire The Purple Pileus The Rajah's Treasure The Reconciliation The Red Room The Sea
Raiders The Star The Stolen Body The Story of the Last Trump The Story of the Stone Age
The Temptation of Harringay The Thing in No. 7 The Thumbmark The Treasure in the Forest
The Wild Asses of the Devil ...
The beloved New York Times bestsellers that inspired the popular BBC series—from a
Yorkshire veterinarian and a “wise and wonderful writer” (The Boston Globe). Perhaps better
than any other writer, James Herriot reveals the ties that bind us to the natural world. Collected
here are three of his masterpieces—All Creatures Great and Small, All Things Bright and
Beautiful, and All Things Wise and Wonderful—which have been winning over animal lovers
everywhere for almost fifty years. From his night visits to drafty barns during freezing northern
England winters, to the beautiful vitality of rural life in the summertime, to the colorful
menagerie of animals—and their owners—that pass through his office, Herriot vividly evokes the
daily challenges and joys that come with being a veterinarian. Witty and heartwarming, this
collection of whimsical, dramatic, and touching anecdotes reveals the ties that bind us to the
animals in our lives. This edition features a new introduction from the author’s son and bonus
archival photos.
The All-Write Winsome Collection of Short Stories features "The Abduction of Amy Sellers," in
which a young woman hires her body out as a surrogate mother to a wealthy middle-aged
American couple who are childless. She miscarries but keeps up the pretence that she is still
pregnant. When the time arrives for her to give birth, she goes to one of the biggest hospitals
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in the country and abducts a baby girl, with dire consequences. In another story, a chance
meeting by an unemployed teenage boy and a young mother with small children turns his life
around. There are just over one hundred short stories, very diverse in content. Some are
exciting, some uplifting, and some are written from an animal's point of view, which can be
most amusing. All in all, the All-Write collection is totally entertaining!

James Herriot's All Things Bright and Beautiful: The Warm and Joyful Memoirs of the
World's Most Beloved Animal Doctor is the second volume in the multimillion copy
bestselling series...
Daniel B Reibel's Registration Methods for the Small Museum has been the definitive
guide to registration methodology since 1978. Covering all aspects of the registration of
museum collections, it provides practical solutions for any museum professional in a
concise, readable manner. The step-by-step guide begins with developing policy, and
then takes the reader through acquisition, numbering, accessioning, documentation,
loans, and decessioning - all of the steps necessary to establish and maintain a
registration system. The fourth edition brings the classic handbook up-to-date with the
electronic registration techniques that are available for today's museum.
The Manual of Museum Planning has become the definitive text for museum
professionals, trustees, architects, and others who are concerned with the planning,
design, construction, renovation, or expansion of a public gallery or museum. This new
edition has been updated to meet the needs of professional museum practice in the
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21st century.
This revised edition of Things Great and Small is a comprehensive resource for
preparing and applying collections management policies. Simmons reviews current
ideas and literature on the subject, highlights the issues that collections management
policies should address, and explains the pros and cons of choosing some policy
options over others.
Small museums need affordable ways to provide care for their collections and the tools
to lobby for additional funds for their long-term health. In this book, we offer practical
tips for collections care, including preservation strategies for historic properties,
strategies for managing collections, developing policies, and planning for the future of
your museum's holdings.
Musaicum Books presents to you this meticulously edited Harvard Classics collection:
V. 1: Franklin, Woolman & Penn V. 2: Plato, Epictetus & Marcus Aurelius V. 3: Bacon,
Milton's Prose, Browne V. 4 Complete Poems by John Milton V. 5: Essays & English
Traits by Emerson V. 6: Poems and Songs by Robert Burns V. 7: The Confessions of
Saint Augustine & The Imitation of Christ V. 8: Nine Greek Dramas V. 9: Cicero and
Pliny V. 10: The Wealth of Nations V. 11: The Origin of Species V. 12: Lives of the
Noble Grecians and Romans V. 13: Aeneid V. 14: Don Quixote V. 15: Bunyan & Walton
V. 16: The Thousand and One Nights V. 17: Folklore & Fable: Aesop, Grimm &
Andersen V. 18: Modern English Drama V. 19: Goethe & Marlowe V. 20: The Divine
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Comedy V. 21: I Promessi Sposi V. 22: The Odyssey V. 23: Two Years Before the Mast
V. 24: Edmund Burke: French Revolution… V. 25: J. S. Mill & T. Carlyle V. 26:
Continental Drama V. 27: English Essays: Sidney to Macaulay V. 28: Essays: English
and American V. 29: The Voyage of the Beagle V. 30: Scientific Papers V. 31:
Benvenuto Cellini V. 32: Literary and Philosophical Essays V. 33: Voyages & Travels V.
34: French & English Philosophers V. 35: Chronicle and Romance V. 36: Machiavelli,
Roper, More, Luther V. 37: Locke, Berkeley, Hume V. 38: Harvey, Jenner, Lister,
Pasteur V. 39: Prefaces and Prologues to Famous Books V. 40: English Poetry 1: from
Chaucer to Gray V. 41: English Poetry 2: from Collins to Fitzgerald V. 42: English
Poetry 3: from Tennyson to Whitman V. 43: American Historical Documents V. 44:
Sacred Writings 1: Confucian, Hebrew & Christian V. 45: Sacred Writings 2: Christian,
Buddhist, Hindu & Mohammedan V. 46: Elizabethan Drama 1: Marlowe & Shakespeare
V. 47: Elizabethan Drama 2: Dekker, Jonson, Webster, Massinger, Beaumont and
Fletcher V. 48: Thoughts, Letters & Minor Works of Pascal V. 49: Epic and Saga V. 50:
The Editor's Introduction & Reader's Guide V. 51: Lectures
Many of the papers in this volume were first presented at the Third International Great
Apes of the World Conference, held July 3-6, 1998 in Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia. The
editors of this volume, the first in a two-volume series, are world renowned, having
dedicated most of their lives to the study of great apes. The world's premiere
primatologists, ethologists, and anthropologists present the most recent research on
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both captive and free-ranging African great apes. These scientists, through deep
personal commitment and sacrifice, have expanded their knowledge of chimpanzees,
bonobos, and gorillas. With forests disappearing, many of these studies will never be
duplicated. This volume, and all in the Developments in Primatology book series, aim to
broaden and deepen the understanding of this valuable cause.
This carefully crafted ebook: "Rudyard Kipling Ultimate Short Story Collection: 440+ Short
Stories in One Volume (Complete Illustrated Edition)" is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. Short Story Collections: The City of Dreadful Night
Plain Tales from the Hills The Story of the Gadsbys Soldier's Three The Phantom 'Rickshaw
and Other Ghost Stories Under the Deodars Wee Willie Winkie Life's Handicap Many
Inventions The Jungle Book The Second Jungle Book The Day's Work Stalky and Co. Just So
Stories Traffics and Discoveries Puck of Pook's Hill Actions and Reactions Abaft the Funnel
Rewards and Fairies The Eyes of Asia A Diversity of Creatures Land and Sea Tales Debits
and Credits Thy Servant a Dog Limits and Renewals Joseph Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) was
an English short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in
India and stories for children. He is regarded as a major innovator in the art of the short story;
his children's books are classics of children's literature; and one critic described his work as
exhibiting "a versatile and luminous narrative gift".
Collection ethics – the third rail of the museum profession. What are the encompassing issues
museum face regarding how they acquire, keep and work with their collections? Museum
Collection Ethics discusses the complexities inherent in preserving and interpreting the
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extraordinary range of culturally significant objects entrusted to museums. The book presents
an encompassing look at every aspect of the intellectual and stewardship duties museums by
definition assume. The differences between ethics, laws, customs, and expectations are
discussed. They are not synonymous. Ethics vary widely and are fluid. Essential factors
include: Defining a museum as an ethical pursuit The role of museum governing authorities
regarding ethics The ethics of collection authority: who is responsible for collection truths How
museums collect and how ethics influences that activity The ethics of assuring collection
authenticity The ethical access to collections, be it physical or digital Ethics and conservation
Exhibition ethics The ethics of collection removals be they voluntary or involuntary This is the
first book devoted solely to the ethical concerns museums face regarding their collections.
This updated edition addresses developing issues in the museum profession including
capitalization of collections, direct care of collections, and the FASB guidelines. Author Heather
Kuruvilla also tackles other critical new legal concerns such as the different forms of business
organizations and the distinction between employees and consultants.
The first two books in James Herriot's classic series detailing life as a 1930s country vet.
James Herriot's stories about his life as a vet in Yorkshire have charmed and delighted millions
of readers in the twenty years since his first book If Only They Could Talk was published in
1972. All Creatures Great and Small is the first James Herriot omnibus and contains If Only
They Could Talk and It Shouldn't Happen to a Vet together with James and Helen's courtship
from Let Sleeping Vets Lie.
The complete-and-ready reference for establishing, managing, and running a successful and
sustainable, profitable public garden As unique museums with living collections of plants,
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public gardens offer visitors aesthetically beautiful landscapes combined with educational
programming and scientific research that promote the value and understanding of plants. In the
twenty-first century, public gardens are in the forefront of organizations and institutions
committed to promoting the conservation of plants and their habitats, developing sustainable
practices that support the environment, and providing green spaces where our increasingly
stressed and urbanized citizens can reconnect with the natural world. It is critically important
that such institutions have trained, knowledgeable staff members. Because of its
comprehensive examination of public gardens, Public Garden Management is the ideal guide
for staff members at public gardens, anyone considering a career in public gardens, groups
starting a botanical garden or arboretum, and students discovering how these complex
institutions work. Public Garden Management is an all-in-one professional reference and
textbook that clearly shows how to develop, establish, manage, and maintain a
sustainable—both economically and environmentally—public garden. Offering practical coverage
of relevant topics, along with useful tools for reinforcing study, this insightful and forwardthinking guide is: Copublished by the American Public Gardens Association Written by a panel
of leading experts in the field Filled with dozens of case studies that are real-world illustrations
of the principles explored in the text Illustrated throughout with line drawings, figures, and
photographs that assist in conveying critical information Students and professionals will benefit
greatly from the management principles outlined in this book, helping them establish and
maintain new and existing public gardens that engage, inspire, and connect with their
communities.
THE PLATO COLLECTION [47 BOOKS] | PLATO THE DIALOGUES OF PLATO B. JOWETT
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M. A. | CATHOLIC WAY PUBLISHING — The Complete Texts by one of the Greatest
Philosophers that ever lived! — 43 Books by Plato; 14 Spurious Texts. 4 Books About Plato —
Over 1.51 Million Words. Over 5,400 Active Linked Endnotes — Includes an Active Index, Table
of Contents for all Books and Layered NCX Navigation — Includes Illustrations by Gustave Dore
Plato (428/427 or 424/423–348/347 B.C.E.) was a philosopher, as well as mathematician, in
Classical Greece. He is considered an essential figure in the development of philosophy,
especially the Western tradition, and he founded the Academy in Athens, the first institution of
higher learning in the Western world. Along with his teacher Socrates and his most famous
student, Aristotle, Plato laid the foundations of Western philosophy and science. Alfred North
Whitehead once noted: “the safest general characterization of the European philosophical
tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato.” Plato’s dialogues have been used
to teach a range of subjects, including philosophy, logic, ethics, rhetoric, religion and
mathematics. His lasting themes include Platonic love, the theory of forms, the five regimes,
innate knowledge, among others. His theory of forms launched a unique perspective on
abstract objects, and led to a school of thought called Platonism. Plato’s writings have been
published in several fashions; this has led to several conventions regarding the naming and
referencing of Plato’s texts. —BOOKS BY PLATO— CHARMIDES LYSIS LACHES
PROTAGORAS EUTHYDEMUS CRATYLUS PHAEDRUS ION SYMPOSIUM MENO
EUTHYPHRO APOLOGY CRITO PHAEDO GORGIAS LESSER HIPPIAS ALCIBIADES I
MENEXENUS ALCIBIADES II ERYXIAS THE REPUBLIC TIMAEUS CRITIAS PARMENIDES
THEAETETUS SOPHIST STATESMAN PHILEBUS LAWS —SPURIOUS TEXTS—
HIPPARCHUS THE RIVAL LOVERS THEAGES MINOS EPINOMIS SISYPHUS AXIOCHUS
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DEMODOCUS HALCYON ON JUSTICE ON VIRTUE DEFINITIONS EPIGRAMS THE
EPISTLES —BOOKS ABOUT PLATO— INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY AND
WRITINGS OF PLATO by Thomas Taylor PLATO AND PLATONISM by Walter Pater THE
INFLUENCE OF PLATO ON SAINT BASIL by Theodore Leslie Shear ARTICLES ON PLATO
by Various PUBLISHER: CATHOLIC WAY PUBLISHING
This landmark publication is the first to draw together all aspects of museum collections
management in one handbook. It is designed for anyone with responsibility for a cultural
collection and covers everything a collections manager needs to know. It describes
professional practice in managing cultural objects and works of art, whatever the size and
nature of the collection. The book includes essential information on: Legal aspects of
collections Ethical issues such as due diligence and immunity from seizure Up to date
concerns such as sustainability, crossing borders and financial constraints Loans, acquisitions,
inventory and movement. The book describes all collections management procedures in a
simple step-by-step process and is clear and easy to use with all procedures based on
international museum practice. Examples of real forms, policies and documents drawn from
major museums are included throughout the text and act as guides for any transaction.
Readership: Packed full of practical information, advice and good practice, this will be essential
reading for all museum professionals, curators of private collections and museum studies
students.
Hailed when it was first published in 1985 as the bible of U.S. collections management, A
Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections offers the only comprehensive discussion of
the legal questions faced by museums regarding collections. This revised and expanded third
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edition addresses the many legal developments—including a comprehensive discussion of
stolen art and the international movement of cultural property, recent developments in
copyright, and the effects of burgeoning electronic uses—that have occurred during the past
twenty-five years. An authorative, go-to book for any museum professional, Legal Primer offers
detailed explanations of the law, suggestions for preventing legal problems, and numerous
case studies of lawsuits involving museum collections.
Museum staff--whether new to the field or working with collections for decades--are often
overwhelmed by the complexities of acquiring cultural property, particularly antiquities and
archaeological material. Collecting practices now require a greater degree of transparency and
cooperation with various stakeholders than in the past, and are under greater scrutiny to be in
line with current legal requirements and ethical expectations. This book provides a concise,
unbiased, and practical resource for those tasked with navigating the complicated and rapidly
changing legal and ethical landscape governing the acquisition of cultural property and
archaeological material.
James Herriot illuminated the rich and rewarding day-to-day life of a small-town veterinarian,
taking hundreds of thousands of listeners on a journey with him across the dales. He
introduces a cast of truly unforgettable characters: humans, dogs, horses, lambs--even
parakeets--all of them revealed with the same infinite fascination, affection and insight that
made James Herriot one of the most beloved authors of our time. The stories are made all the
more special by the world-renowned "voice" of Dr. Herriot-- Christopher Timothy, whose
performance warmly and evocatively brings the stories to life. Now his first three classic works,
digitally remastered on CD, are brought together in a beautiful gift set sharing with even more
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listeners the joy of James Herriot.
James Herriot's final work and last in his beloved series of animal stories This fifth and final of
James Herriot's heartwarming story collections brings back familiar friends (including old
favorites such as Tricki Woo) and introduces new ones, including Herriot's children Rosie and
Jimmy and the marvelously eccentric vet Calum Buchanan. As James grows older, he finds
that change comes even to his beloved Yorkshire---but not necessarily bad, as he watches his
own two children come to share and participate in his deep love of the animal world. Herriot's
last memoir, "Every Living Thing" is a truly heartwarming read, burstingly full of his deep joy in
life, sense of humor, and appreciation of the world around him.
Some vols. bound with newsletters and other publications.
The Catholic Church bases its faith on the Holy Scriptures and Holy Tradition. Catholic dogma
is presented in the Nicene Creed is detailed in the Catechism of the Catholic Church. Their
canonical law is systematic and set out in the Code of Canon Law. The present book features
10 of the most famous works by outstanding Catholic writers, saints, hagiographers, and
Doctors of the Church. Saint Aquinas Thomas The Summa Theologica: Complete Edition St.
Francis De Sales An Introduction to the Devout Life Saint Louis De Montfort True Devotion to
Mary: With Preparation for total Consecration Teresa of Avila Interior Castle St. John of the
Cross Ascent Of Mount Carmel St. Catherine of Siena The Dialogue of St. Catherine of Siena
Thomas a Kempis The Imitation of Christ Ignatius of Loyola The Spiritual Exercises of St.
Ignatius of Loyola Brother Lawrence The Practice of the Presence of God Alban Butler The
Lives of the Saints
This carefully crafted ebook: "RUDYARD KIPLING PREMIUM COLLECTION: His Greatest
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Works in One Volume (Illustrated)" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed
table of contents. "The Jungle Book" is a collection of stories and fables, using animals in an
anthropomorphic manner to give moral lessons. The verses of The Law of the Jungle, for
example, lay down rules for the safety of individuals, families and communities. The bestknown of them are the three stories revolving around the adventures of an abandoned "man
cub" Mowgli who is raised by wolves in the Indian jungle. The most famous of the other four
stories are probably Rikki-Tikki-Tavi and Toomai of the Elephants. "The Second Jungle Book"
is a sequel which features five stories about Mowgli and three unrelated stories, all but one set
in India, most of which Kipling wrote while living in Vermont. "The Man Who Would Be King" is
a novella about two British adventurers in British India who become kings of Kafiristan, a
remote part of Afghanistan. The story was inspired by the exploits of James Brooke, an
Englishman who became the first White Rajah of Sarawak in Borneo. "Kim" is and adventure
novel about the orphaned son of an Irish soldier and a poor Irish mother who have both died in
poverty. Living a vagabond existence in India under British rule in the late 19th century, Kim
earns his living by begging and running small errands on the streets of Lahore. "The Just So
Stories" are a highly fantasized origin stories, especially for differences among animals, they
are among Kipling's best known works. "The Light That Failed" "Captain Courageous" "Plain
Tales from the Hills" Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) was an English short-story writer, poet, and
novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in India and stories for children. He is
regarded as a major innovator in the art of the short story; his children's books are classics of
children's literature.

Museums throughout the world have common needs and face common challenges.
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Keeping up-to-date with new ideas and changing practice is challenging for small and
medium-sized museums where time for reading and training is often restricted. This
new edition of Museum Basics has therefore been produced for the many museums
worldwide that operate with limited resources and few professional staff. The
comprehensive training course provided within the book is also suitable for museum
studies students who wish to gain a full understanding of work within a museum.
Drawing from a wide range of practical experience, the authors provide a basic guide to
all aspects of museum work, from audience development and education, through
collections management and conservation, to museum organisation and forward
planning. Organised on a modular basis with over 110 Units, Museum Basics can be
used as a reference work to assist day-to-day museum management and as the key
textbook in pre-service and in-service training programmes. It is designed to be
supplemented by case studies, project work and group discussion. This third edition
has been fully updated and extended to take account of the many changes that have
occurred in the world of museums in the last five years. It includes over 100 new
diagrams supporting the text, a glossary, sources of information and support as well as
a select bibliography. Museum Basics is also now supported by its own companion
website providing a wide range of additional resources for the reader.
The first collection of memoirs from the author who inspired the BBC and Channel 5
series All Creatures Great and Small. This edition contains If Only They Could Talk and
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It Shouldn't Happen to a Vet. Fresh out of Glasgow Veterinary College, to the young
James Herriot 1930s Yorkshire seems to offer an idyllic pocket of rural life in a rapidly
changing world. But from his erratic new colleagues, brothers Siegfried and Tristan
Farnon, to incomprehensible farmers, herds of semi-feral cattle, a pig called Nugent
and an overweight Pekingese called Tricki Woo, James finds he is on a learning curve
as steep as the hills around him. And when he meets Helen, the beautiful daughter of a
local farmer, all the training and experience in the world can’t help him . . . Since they
were first published, James Herriot’s memoirs have sold millions of copies and
entranced generations of animal lovers. Charming, funny and touching, All Creatures
Great and Small is a heart-warming story of determination, love and companionship
from one of Britain’s best-loved authors. 'I grew up reading James Herriot's books and
I'm delighted that thirty years on, they are still every bit as charming, heartwarming and
laugh-out-loud funny as they were then' – Kate Humble
THE SAINT AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO COLLECTION [53 BOOKS] SAINT AUGUSTINE
OF HIPPO - 53 Books: 50 by the Author, 3 About the Author - Over4.6 Million Words in
one E-Book - Includes the Complete Edition of Expositions on the Book of Psalms:
Volumes I-VI, Psalms 1-150 - Includes an Active Index and Table of Contents for each
book with Layered NCX Navigation - Includes Illustrations by Gustave Dore Saint
Augustine of Hippo (13 November 354 - 28 August 430) was an early Christian
theologian and philosopher whose writings were very influential in the development of
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Western Christianity and Western philosophy. He was bishop of Hippo Regius (presentday Annaba, Algeria) located in the Roman province of Africa. Writing during the
Patristic Era, he is viewed as one of the most important Church Fathers in the West.
Among his most important works are City of God and Confessions. The Confessions of
Saint Augustine Translated by Frank Sheed. Expositions on the Book of Psalms
Complete Edition Volumes I-VI. Psalms 1-150. Translated by John Henry Parker. All
other books by the author part of the Church Fathers edited by Philip Schaff.
INCLUDED BOOKS: -MAIN BOOKS- The Confessions of Saint Augustine The City of
God On Christian Doctrine Letters of St. Augustin -DOCTRINAL TREATISES OF
SAINT AUGUSTIN- On The Trinity The Enchiridion On the Catechising of the
Uninstructed A Treatise on Faith and the Creed Concerning Faith of Things Not Seen
On the Profit of Believing On the Creed -MORAL TREATISES OF SAINT AUGUSTINOn Continence On the Good of Marriage Of Holy Virginity On the Good of Widowhood
On Lying Against Lying Of the Work of Monks On Patience On Care to Be Had for the
Dead -THE ANTI-MANICHAEAN WRITINGS- On The Morals Of The Catholic Church
On The Morals Of The Manichaeans On Two Souls, Against The Manichaeans Acts Or
Disputation Against Fortunatus The Manichaean Against The Epistle Of Manichaeus,
Called Fundamental Reply To Faustus The Manichaean Concerning The Nature Of
Good, Against The Manichaeans -THE ANTI-DONATIST WRITINGS- On Baptism,
Against the Donatists Answer To The Letters of Petilian, The Donatist The Correction
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Of The Donatists -SAINT AUGUSTIN'S ANTI-PELAGIAN WORKS- A Treatise On The
Merits And Forgiveness Of Sins, And On The Baptism Of Infants A Treatise On The
Spirit And The Letter A Treatise On Nature And Grace A Treatise Concerning Man's
Perfection In Righteousness A Work On The Proceedings Of Pelagius A Treatise On
The Grace Of Christ, And On Original Sin On Marriage And Concupiscence A Treatise
On The Soul And Its Origin A Treatise Against Two Letters Of The Pelagians A Treatise
On Grace And Free Will A Treatise On Rebuke And Grace A Treatise On The
Predestination Of The Saints A Treatise On The Gift Of Perseverance
-MISCELLANEOUS- Our Lord's Sermon On The Mount The Harmony Of The Gospels
Sermons On Selected Lessons Of The New Testament Lectures Or Tractates On The
Gospel According To St. John Ten Homilies On The First Epistle Of John To The
Parthians Two Books Of Soliloquies Expositions On The Book Of Psalms -ABOUT THE
AUTHOR- Saint Augustin by Louis Bertrand Explanation of the Rule of Saint Augustine
by Hugh of Saint Victor St. Augustine, Bishop of Hippo by Rev. Fr. Alban Butler
PUBLISHER: CATHOLIC WAY PUBLISHING
Are you thinking of starting a museum? Starting Right: A Basic Guide to Museum
Planning uses straightforward, non-technical language to share the basics of museum
planning in an evening’s read. The third edition has been fully revised and updated to
address the current issues facing new museums, including the increasing use of digital
technologies.
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